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Abstract: In order to achieve the low levels of energy consumption for residential buildings required by the new German Energy Savings Law and other similar standards in various member countries of the European Union, users of highly energy efficient residential buildings are confronted with mechanical systems that need to be operated consciously. Window ventilation should be limited or avoided altogether to reduce heat energy loss in cold seasons and solar energy gains in summer. Sophisticated mechanical systems should be installed used instead to provide the necessary ventilation. The mechanical system in return exhausts the stale interior air to the outside to provide a high degree of comfort while also recapturing the contained heat energy of that air. Energy for heating and hot water are gained from solar collectors. Very low energy consumption per year and a surface area of 20 kWh/m²a are hence achievable, compared with the average European value for residences of 60–80 kWh/m²a. As a case study, the 289-unit, 21,500-m² residential complex of Wohnen am Lohbach, Innsbruck, Austria, will be presented, which has a total energy savings equal to 86,000 liters of crude oil or 240 tons of carbon dioxide per year—the equivalent of consumption and green house gas emissions of 120 regular single-family residences. Interesting in this regard are also varying user habits ranging from “extreme savers” to “squanderers” and how the Austrian real estate management company Neue Heimat uses video and lecture presentations for incoming residents to foster energy awareness and proper operation.
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